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Overcoming Overwork
Fun fact: 35% of US employees regularly work
over the weekend, and another 43% don’t
use all of their vacation days. That’s
crazy! While it can be oh-so easy to get
sucked into the hustle and bustle of the
weekly grind, it’s important to make some
time for yourself as well. These seven
time-saving tips will not only boost your
efficiency at work, but also present you
with the rarest gift of all—free time!
DEAL WITH SMALL TASKS IMMEDIATELY
– If a task takes less than two minutes, do it now
instead of throwing a sticky note into a pile of to-dos!

SET REALISTIC DEADLINES FOR TASKS
– Most tasks take double the time they are
planned for, so make sure to consider that
when you are planning your schedule!
FINISH ONE THING AT A TIME – If you focus
on the task at hand and don’t let yourself
get distracted by everything else on your list
(or everyone else’s lists), you’ll stay on track!
Every eight minutes, on average, a person gets
an interruption. Don’t let this knock you off
your game!

FIGHT OFF DISTRACTIONS – Filter the unimportant
things out! The average US worker spends nearly an hour
a day on Facebook. Save the fun stuff for your free time.

DELEGATE – Don’t be greedy with your
workload; let someone else help with non-essential tasks.
If you delegate just one 20-minute daily task, like returning
emails or filing records, you would save almost two hours
a week!

PRIORITIZE – Figure out what is the most important
of the important things and get it done! Did you know
that 80% of the average workday is spent on noncrucial things? Adjust your focus to encompass only the
important and reap the rewards!

GET ORGANIZED – Keep everything in a system, not in your
head. Being organized really allows people to delegate; it
also keeps you from having to try to remember everything
you are supposed to get done for the day! 30% of workers
don’t use any to-do lists. Do you?
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As Thanksgiving approaches, we’ve been spending
a lot of time reflecting on all the things we have to
be thankful for—as I’m sure many of you are doing
the same. The usual suspects, family, health, and
prosperity have once again graced the top of our list,
but “our members” are right up there too. In fact, our
company has
a whole lot to
be thankful for
this year! We’ve
spent the past 12
months building
our business
and providing
as much value
as we possibly
can to you, our
members. We’re
grateful for how
well it’s going
and excited to
hear you share
your success!

In fact, we decided to send out some bonus surprises
in effort to show you just how thankful we actually
are. You should have received a few of these by now.
The first was a blanket that read “You can sleep better
tonight knowing Michael’s got you covered.” The
response to this gift was absolutely mind-blowing.
You loved it and we loved hearing about it, so we
decided to send some more stuff your way. If you
haven’t received your second bonus gift yet, we don’t
want to ruin the surprise! After all, your reaction is our
favorite part! As always, your feedback is important
to us (even if it has nothing to do with the gift). We’re
always working to improve ourselves in effort to
provide a better service to you.
That being said; Thanksgiving is first and foremost
a time to give thanks, but it’s also a time to eat
excessive amounts of food. Roslyn has been in charge
of Thanksgiving dinner since the day I met her (except
the turkey, that’s all me), so we almost always host the
traditional feast at our humble abode. In recent years,
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our daughters have taken over some of the cooking,
but I still cook the bird and Roslyn still runs the show.
We stick to the traditional Thanksgiving script pretty
closely, but we have a few of our own traditions that
we’ve adopted over the years. For one, we don’t
watch any football.
In fact, we’re more
“Our company has
likely to have a
“Twilight Zone”
a whole lot to be
marathon playing
thankful for this year! in the background
We’ve spent the past 12 than any games or
parades. We’re not
sure exactly why—
months building our
but we both grew up
business and providing watching the show
on Thanksgiving, and
as much value as we
now it’s a Rozbruch
possibly can to you, our family tradition.

members.”

On top of that, we
always joke that our
Thanksgiving celebration is truly authentic thanks
to my Native American brother-in-law. This year,
we’re taking it one step further and reenacting the
United Nations—our daughters are both dating and
their beaus will be bringing their families to our truly
authentic feast, so we’ll all be coming together for the
first time. Of course, it’s all in good fun. We love filling
our house with all the friends and family members we
can fit! Our dinner isn’t a fancy affair by any means,
we encourage our guests to show up in comfortable
clothes (with stretchy waistbands) and we make a day
of casual conversation, cooking (did I mention that I’m
in charge of the turkey?), and, of course, sweet potato
pie. After all, that’s what the holidays are all about;
spending time with the people you love, making
new memories and traditions, and sharing in your
Thanksgiving.
How are you celebrating this year?
Let us know! We’d love to hear
your plans!

- Michael Rozbruch
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Looking to Support a Nonprofit?
There’s no doubt about it: a good deed is a good
deed. But when it comes to making an impact on
your community, sometimes it’s best to think local,
especially when it comes to supporting
non-profits.

1

2

You won’t be overwhelmed: With so many
groups, people, places, and causes in need,
sometimes the task of deciding where

3

You’ll educate the next generation:
Showing your children or grandchildren
the fulfillment of writing a check to
Christian Children’s Fund is nice, but
getting them into the local soup kitchen will
teach them a whole new sense of what it means
to give back. Additionally, sending money to the
NRDC is great, but working with your little
ones to plant a tree will make a better
memory with a greater impact. Diving
into a local cause is the best way to
show your kids how rewarding, fun,
and important it is to help others.

4

Everyone wins: When you donate
locally, everyone wins. You get
the satisfaction of knowing you’ve
positively impacted the lives around
you, your local non-profit gets the support
it needs to maintain momentum, and the needy in
your area get the help they need.

GETTING NOTICED
Your prospective clients are like you; they’re busy, they
get a lot of email, phone calls, texts, and regular mail, and
everything is clamoring for attention.
Add to this the fact that your clients and referral partners
are being bombarded with marketing materials from your
competitors—and you don’t do yourself any favors by
shrugging your shoulders and saying, “Oh well.” This is a
solvable problem.
In this “information overload” culture that we live in, it’s
imperative to find ways to stand out. You must position
yourself as the only logical choice for your targeted
customer and referral partner.

message: This item is Important, Urgent, Non-Typical,
Special…Open Now!

Here’s one idea that has been around for years to help
people get noticed, but is often ignored because of the
cost: Getting your message through via a FedEx or UPS
Next Day envelope.

If you could spend an extra $10 to increase your chances
by 300% of landing that next client, would you? The
Next Day package ensures that your message will get
opened, and simultaneously convey to your client that
your message is important. And note—your competitors
by-and-large are NOT doing this.

Think about it, when you have a stack of 10 letters to
open, and at the bottom of the pile is an “Urgent- Next
Day” envelope, what item are you going to open
first? 99% of people will open the Priority Package
first because the packaging conveys its own

Where can you use this technique for getting noticed?
Try it with thank you cards, your marketing package, or
a birthday surprise; the Special Delivery gives whatever
is inside a bit more “cachet.” The item, the message, and
most importantly, YOU, get noticed!
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

W

ell, Michael—you said it would
happen… and you were right! As
of yesterday, I’ve booked just over $62,000
in tax res work! This is in just a little over
2 ½ months! And over 60% of that came
in since Sept 1st. I’ve been putting out the
word—mailing letters to existing and some

KEEP IT LOCAL!
IRS Terror Tale of the Month
When you’re busy spending your 15 minutes of fame
tearing up night club dance floors and tanning yourself
on “Jersey Shore,” it can be easy to lose track of things
like taxes. Back in 2010, Mike “The Situation” Sorrentino
“lost track” of his finances and failed to pay taxes on the
$9 million income he earned on MTV’s hit reality show.
Federal prosecutors for the state of New Jersey charged
the 32-year-old with filing false tax returns over the
course of several years, for which The Situation plead not
guilty. Although, it’s hard to believe any story Sorrentino
could come up with, given that he rolled up to the
courthouse in a white BMW. Perhaps, after he realized he
faced up to 11 years in prison and a $600,000 fine,
he changed his mind and left the courthouse in
his lawyer’s grey Kia. Smart move, Mikey!
Federal prosecutors also claim Sorrentino
and his brother both funneled their business
expenses into personal accounts and used
business money from MPS Entertainment
and Situation Nation, Inc to buy expensive
cars and clothes. Yet, in true “Jersey
Shore” fashion, when Sorrentino was
asked to comment on the trial, he said,
“The Situation will sort itself out.”

former clients, other referral sources such
as attorneys, realtors etc. I’m still under a
limited non-competition covenant for the
prior sale of my practice so I haven’t even
engaged in any advertising yet. Holy crap—
just wait until I start doing that in January!!!
And I will start speaking to realtor groups
and do some radio spots and whatever else
your brilliant mind comes up with! And I’ve
done all of this with no employees and no
other support staff in a fairly small town
(Visalia) of about 125,000. One more month
like this last one and I’m going to have to
hire some help—or go crazy. I can work 10
hours a day—but beyond that, things start to
fall off the ledge.
I wish this had happened earlier in my career
but—I’m just so happy it happened at
all! And it wouldn’t have—without your
mentoring. So—thank you again for all you
do and all you have done.

			

Share your success story with us and we will spotlight you!

You can see your donation at work: Giving
back has its own rewards, but if there’s
one downside of making a monetary gift
to a large, multi-faceted philanthropy, it’s
that you can’t always see the ways in which your
gift is benefiting others. Supporting local nonprofits is one way you can see your donations at
work. By giving to the local food bank, you feed
the homeless in your area. By raising funds for your
local WCA, you’re assisting the children your kids
go to school with and their mothers. By investing
in your own community’s welfare and happiness,
you’re bringing benefits to your neighbors, and that
means a whole lot of good going right where it’s
supposed to go.

your donation should go can be a little overwhelming.
Narrowing your search to non-profits in your area
can help make that decision a little easier.

-Joe Gray, CPA
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